2020 Global Network Insights Report

Refresh cycles slowing as investment in cloud increases... 
global trend towards retaining on premises infrastructure assets.

In 2019, about half of hardware re-wrote network strategy due to ageing or obsolete.

Is the lifecycle status of your network holding you back?

3 Key findings uncovered in the Report

Global lifecycle status – refresh cycles are being stretched
Creating security vulnerabilities and leaving businesses open to cyberattacks

Ageing and obsolete devices by industry – some are refreshing more than others

Technology sector
Retail industry
Automotive and manufacturing
Financial services
Healthcare
...enterprises increasingly leaving ageing and obsolete devices on the network ... impacting cybersecurity and network availability ... it's driving a need to better balance on- and off-premises infrastructure investments

Is the lifecycle status of your network holding you back?

1. Connectivity and security are being compromised
2. Ageing devices are not being patched
3. With the move to cloud many organizations are undervaluing on-premises infrastructure as they migrate to hybrid environments

Your network is the platform for your digital transformation

A ubiquitous, flexible, robust and secure network lets you adapt easily to business change, while increasing the maturity of your support environment.

Uncover more data-driven insights and find out how NTT can help you to gauge and address associated risks.

Speak to our experts
Our consultants will help you make the right infrastructure decisions to support your business journey.

Join the conversation

Get the 2020 Network Insights Report here

Lifecycle management

Refresh cycles slowing as investment in cloud increases... 
global trend towards retaining on premises infrastructure assets.